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Nociceptor sensory neurons innervate barrier tissues that are constantly exposed to microbial stimuli. During
infection, pathogenic microorganisms can breach barrier surfaces and produce pain by directly activating
nociceptors. Microorganisms that live in symbiotic relationships with their hosts, commensals and mutualists,
have also been associated with pain, but the molecular mechanisms of how symbionts act on nociceptor neurons
to modulate pain remain largely unknown. In this review, we will discuss the known molecular mechanisms of
how microbes directly interact with sensory afferent neurons affecting nociception in the gut, skin and lungs. We
will touch on how bacterial, viral and fungal pathogens signal to the host to inflict or suppress pain. We will also
discuss recent studies examining how gut symbionts affect pain. Specifically, we will discuss how gut symbionts
may interact with sensory afferent neurons either directly, through secretion of metabolites or neurotransmitters,
or indirectly,through first signaling to epithelial cells or immune cells, to regulate visceral, neuropathic and
inflammatory pain. While this area of research is still in its infancy, more mechanistic studies to examine
microbial-sensory neuron crosstalk in nociception may allow us to develop new therapies for the treatment of
acute and chronic pain.

1. Introduction
Pain is a distressing sensory experience, yet may be seen as evolu
tionarily beneficial to help animals adapt and avoid further exposure to
noxious stimuli (Basbaum et al., 2009; Chiu, 2018; Dubin and Pata
poutian, 2010; Lister et al., 2020). In the 1st century CE, the Greek
philosopher, Celsus described pain (dolor) as one of the four cardinal
signs of inflammation, along with warmth (calor), swelling (tumor) and
redness (rubor) (De Medicina). The primary sensory afferent nerves
responsible for responding to noxious stimuli and for mediating pro
tective withdrawal reflexes were termed “nociceptors” by Sir Charles
Sherrington in 1905. When nociceptors detect an injurious stimuli, they
elicit an electrical signal that originates from their peripheral terminals
to their cell bodies within the dorsal root ganglion (DRG), which sits
close to the spinal cord, and then signal via their central terminals to the
spinal cord and the brain to be processed as the sensation of pain
(Basbaum et al., 2009). In the 17th century, René Descartes was one of
the first philosophers to describe this somatosensory experience as a
signaling cascade (Benini and DeLeo, 1999). Centuries later, we have a
better understanding of the neural networks underlying pain (Moayedi

and Davis, 2013), but still do not have sustainable therapies for many
debilitating chronic pain-associated diseases. Only within the past few
decades has there been an appreciation for cellular players outside the
nervous system, such as immune cells and microbes, playing key roles in
pain (Defaye et al., 2020) ).
The human body is home to trillions of microorganisms that colonize
us at birth and are distinct to each of us. The body is also exposed to
potential microbial threats including pathogens that invade barrier tis
sues including the gut, skin and lungs. Peripheral sensory neurons
including nociceptors densely innervate these barrier sites and are the
body’s way of interfacing with the environment. Distinct sensory
afferent neurons recognize mechanical stretch, chemical, and environ
mental stimuli, and initiate a signaling cascade of electrical impulses to
the central nervous system (CNS) to mediate pain, itch, touch, and
proprioception (Abraira et al., 2013; Basbaum et al., 2009; Chiu, 2018;
Dubin et al., 2010). A better fundamental understanding of how mi
crobes, both symbiotic and pathogenic, communicate with sensory
neurons to elicit these signaling cascades could lead to new insights into
pain as well as other sensory modalities.
Recent work has shown that like immune cells, nociceptors are able
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to directly detect microbial products. There has been extensive work
showing that pathogenic microorganisms are capable of directly and
indirectly communicating with nociceptors at different barrier sites to
mediate pain behavior, which then induces neurogenic inflammation
and neuro-immune circuits that regulate host defense (Baral et al., 2019;
Chiu et al., 2012). Some pathogens have been found to directly activate
nociceptors during an infection leading to the release of neuropeptides
which can then signal to activate the innate and adaptive immune sys
tems (Baral et al., 2019; Pavlov and Tracey, 2017). Bidirectional
signaling between the nervous and immune system during an infection is
critical for the health of the host but can be exploited by pathogens for
survival (Pinho-Ribeiro et al., 2017, 2018). By contrast with pathogens,
the role of specific commensal and mutualistic microbes and the
microbiome in direct signaling to sensory afferents in pain is less well
understood. Given the need for better therapies for the management of
pain, a better fundamental understanding of the interactions between
symbiotic microbes and the nervous system is needed.
In this review, we aim to describe the current state of knowledge of
how both pathogenic microbes and resident commensal and mutualist
microbes affect nociceptors and the perception of pain. We will first
focus on the known molecular mechanisms through which pathogenic
microbes communicate with sensory afferent neurons to induce pain
behavior. We will discuss how bacterial pathogens use toxins, N-formyl
peptides, and other molecular patterns to cause pain. Further, we will
discuss how fungal and viral pathogens affect pain. Then, we will
highlight evidence suggesting that gut symbionts may also contribute to
onset or attenuation of pain and suggest potential molecular pathways
through which they may be interacting with sensory afferents to mediate
this behavior. We will discuss recent work outlining potential mecha
nisms through which symbionts influence many forms of pain, including
inflammatory pain, visceral pain, and neuropathic pain. Further, we will
discuss signaling from microbially-produced metabolites and products
that directly bind to neurons, as well as discuss indirect mechanisms
through which gut microbes signal to immune cells and epithelial cells,
which coordinate signals to neurons. Herein, we will primarily focus on
primary afferent nociceptors that reside within the dorsal root ganglia
(DRG) and how they interact with microbial stimuli. We may refer to
these neurons by the type of receptor they express such as TRPA1,
TRPV1+, or Nav1.8+ (Julius, 2013; Patapoutian et al., 2009). The goal
of this review is to give an overview of the different modes of commu
nication that microorganisms can have with sensory afferent neurons in
nociception.

the gut, even when the food is not physically reaching the stomach.
Today, we know that microbes have the ability to synthesize and
regulate neurotransmitters including γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and
serotonin, as well as produce their own metabolites and products that
are capable of modulating feeding behavior (De Vadder and
Kovatcheva-Datchary, 2014). Interestingly, evolutionary biologists have
proposed that the enteric nervous system, a gut-intrinsic sensory ner
vous system, may have evolved before the CNS and the anatomy of this
system is highly conserved across animals (Furness and Stebbing, 2018).
This discovery raises many questions as to why microbiota communicate
with the nervous system, and how they mediate signals along a gut-brain
neural circuit to control a range of behaviors, including pain.
With the advancement of germ-free (GF) animals and computational
microbiology, the gut microbiome has been found to modulate a range
of host neurological functions and behaviors (Cryan et al., 2019). It has
been demonstrated that GF mice, which live in the complete absence of
live microorganisms, exhibit a range of neurodevelopmental abnor
malities that can be abrogated upon colonization with a complex
microbiome (Sharon et al., 2016; Vuong et al., 2017; Hsiao et al., 2013).
Further, the gut microbiome has been implicated in affecting a range of
behaviors such as social learning (Gilbert, 2015; Hsiao et al., 2013), fear
conditioning (Hoban et al., 2018; Chu et al., 2019), emotional behavior
(Bravo et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2016), and stress related behaviors such
as nociception and anxiety (Foster et al., 2017a). Microbes have been
found to influence blood brain barrier permeability through regulating
expression of tight junction proteins in the endothelium (Braniste et al.,
2014). It has also been shown that microbes and microbial metabolites
can drive microglia activation and neuroinflammation (Dopkins et al.,
2018) and this may underlie neurodegenerative diseases like Parkin
son’s disease (Sampson et al., 2016) and Alzheimer’s disease (Minter
et al., 2016). However, the exact molecular and cellular underpinnings
through which microbes influence neuronal function are still largely
unclear and are a major topic of research interest.
Pain behaviors have also been found to be regulated significantly by
the gut microbiome. Germ-free (GF) mice displayed reduced mechanical
allodynia after intraplantar injections of carrageenan and LPS and
reduced acute nociceptive responses to formalin injection compared to
conventional mice (Amaral et al., 2008). The reduced sensitivity
correlated with decreased local levels of TNF-α, IL-1β, or CXCL1 in
carrageenan-injected footpads. In this study, the presence of commensal
microbes cause decreased anti-inflammatory IL-10 signaling, potentially
in a Toll-like receptor (TLR)-dependent manner (Amaral et al., 2008).
TLRs are molecular sensors of the innate immune system that recognize
microbial and damage-associated molecular patterns, and are
commonly found on immune cells including macrophages and dendritic
cells (Rakoff-Nahoum and Medzhitov, 2008). Some TLRs have also been
found to be expressed on neurons (Liu et al., 2012b). We will discuss the
role of TLRs in pain in more detail later in the review article. Chemo
therapy induced neuropathic pain is a major cause of chronic pain and
suffering in cancer patients (Costigan et al., 2009). Recent work showed
that germ-free mice were protected from development of mechanical
hyperalgesia following administration of a chemotherapy drug, oxali
platin (Shen, 2017). LPS from the gut microbiome was thought to reach
immune cells such as macrophages in the DRG to induce TLR4 signaling
and drive mechanical hypersensitivity. These studies indicate that the
gut microbiome contributes to mediating pain in inflammatory and
neuropathic pain sensitization. In a study of visceral pain in mice using
measurements of visceromotor responses (VMR induced by a colorectal
distension), germ-free mice had increased baseline sensitivity compared
to conventionally colonized mice, indicating that endogenous micro
flora suppress baseline sensitivity (Luczynski et al., 2017). This corre
lated with morphological changes in the anterior cingulate cortex and
the periaqueductal gray (PAG), suggesting that the microbiome in
fluences neuronal circuitry in brain regions involved in visceral pain
processing. Despite these studies, the specific underlying molecular and
cellular mechanisms by which commensal gut or skin microbes signal to

1.1. Stratifying the role of the microbiome in pain: commensals and
mutualists versus pathogens
Hosts and their microbiome have a longstanding evolutionary rela
tionship that is important for the development and health of the host
(Foster et al., 2017b; McFall-Ngai, 2014). In humans, microorganisms
such as bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasites have been found to affect
the nervous system and influence a range of complex behaviors such as
cognition, stress response, nociception, social learning, and feeding
behavior (Cryan and Dinan, 2012). Symbiotic microbes live in ecosys
tems (Costello et al., 2009) that colonize the oral and nasal cavities
(Wade, 2013), airways (Kumpitsch et al., 2019), skin (Schommer and
Gallo, 2013), genitourinary tract (Ma et al., 2012) and the gut (The
Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012). Microbes have been
found to reside in close proximity to peripheral sensory neurons at these
barrier sites, including the gut (Grundy et al., 2002), which allows po
tential crosstalk between neurons and microbes.
Early work to understand gut–nervous system crosstalk occurred in
the context of feeding behavior. In 1902, Nobel laureate Ivan Pavlov
illustrated the first gut-brain connection through his experiments on
eating behavior and the release of gastric juices by digestive glands in
the stomach. Through performing vagotomy experiments, he found that
the sole act of eating leads to vagal nerve-mediated gastric changes in
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nociceptor neurons, spinal cord or brain circuits to regulate neuronal
function are largely undefined. The overall role of the microbiome in
regulating distinct chronic inflammatory and neuropathic pain condi
tions also remain to be determined. A recent study showed that different
gut commensal microbes are capable of inducing DRG nociceptor cal
cium influx and action potential firing in vitro, suggesting that
commensal microbes are able to directly signal to nociceptor neurons to
modulate neural activity; however, the underlying molecular mecha
nisms are still undefined (Yissachar et al., 2017). It would be important
to determine in the future how specific members of the microbiome
interact with each other to synthesize and contribute specific molecules
that in turn may signal to nociceptor neurons. Furthermore, the role of
dysregulated microbiome in leading to imbalanced metabolic or mi
crobial products that could heighten or mediate chronic pain remains to
be determined.
Pathogenic infections of barrier sites, including the skin, airways and
gut, are often accompanied by pain. The molecular mechanisms of how
these pathogenic microorganisms cause pain are more well understood.
A major distinction of pathogens from other microbiome constituents is
that pathogens are defined as having a net-detrimental relationship with
the host, generally causing damage to host tissues, rather than a
commensal or mutualistic relationship (Bullman et al., 2017). Symbi
onts, commensals and mutualists, can become pathogenic in situations
of dysbiosis, where blooms of specific pathobionts can lead to significant
tissue inflammation and pathology in the gut, skin and other barriers,
resulting in pain. Some microorganisms, such as the fungus Candida
albicans, are opportunistic pathogens, which means that at homeostasis
they have a commensal relationship with their host but upon certain
conditions, such as stress or dysbiosis, can become pathogenic and have
a net negative affect on their host. Nociceptor sensory neurons may warn
against the presence of pathogens and be the first line of defense.
Extensive work has shown that nociceptors are able to directly detect
bacterial, fungal and viral pathogens that have pathogenic molecular
patterns, as well as other molecular patterns, which we will discuss
thoroughly in the next few sections. Neurons also actively communicate
with immune cells, such as macrophages, T cells and mast cells, at
barrier cites in a bidirectional fashion (Baral et al., 2019). In some cases,
recognition of pathogenic molecules or by immune cell mediators fa
cilitates neurogenic inflammation that drive host protection against the
pathogens, and in other cases pathogens directly suppress sensory
neuronal activation or immune cell activation to facilitate their survival
or transmission (Pinho-Ribeiro et al., 2018). In the following section, we
will focus on the known and potential molecular mechanisms by which
pathogenic microorganisms act on nociceptors.

Fig. 1. Bacterial toxins and N-formyl peptides that modulate nociception.
Mycobacterium ulcerans, a pathogen that leads to the Buruli ulcer, decreases
pain sensation by secreting mycolactone which binds to angiotensin II receptor
(AT2R) which leads to an increase of potassium to hyperpolarize nociceptors.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), a pathogen that causes pulmonary tubercu
losis (TB) activates nociceptors by secretion of sulfolipid-1 (SL-1). SL-1 in
creases calcium influx in these neurons to cause induce. Clostridium botulinum,
Clostridium tetani secrete toxins such as botulinum neurotoxin (BoNT) and
tetanus neurotoxin (TeNT) that block neurotransmission by cleaving SNARE
proteins in neurons which prevents synaptic vesicles containing neurotrans
mitters from binding to synaptic cleft for release. Streptococcus pyogenes, a
pathogen that causes necrotizing fasciitis, causes pain by release of the poreforming peptide toxin streptolysin S (SLS), which leads to an influx of cal
cium. Staphylococcus aureus, a pathogen that leads to boils and painful rashes,
activates neurons by release of 3 major classes of pore-forming toxins (PFTs)
including α-haemolysin, phenol soluble modulin α3 (PSMα3) and γ-haemolysin
AB. S. aureus and other gram-negative bacteria also secrete N-formyl peptides
which can bind to formyl peptide receptors which can activate nociceptors to
induce pain. Image created with BioRender.com.

sensory afferents to cause pain.
1.2.1. Bacterial infections, pore-forming toxins, and activation of pain
Staphylococcus aureus is a major bacterial pathogen that causes
painful abscesses and boils. One of the first studies showing that bacteria
directly induced neuronal activation came from the observation that
mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia during S. aureus infection corre
lated with bacterial expansion rather than tissue swelling or immune cell
influx (Chiu et al., 2013). S. aureus and several other bacterial pathogens
were found to directly induce calcium influx in DRG nociceptor neurons.
One of the key mechanisms by which S. aureus induces pain during
infection is through secretion of the pore-forming toxin (PFTs) α-hemo
lysin (Hla). Hla is a pore forming toxin that directly binds to A disintegrin
and metalloproteinase domain–containing protein 10 (ADAM10) on
neurons and other cells. In a nociceptive nerve terminal, this leads to
cation influx and neuronal depolarization, producing action potential
firing and pain perception. Hla was necessary and sufficient to produce
pain during infection. It was found that absence of α-hemolysin greatly
diminished both acute nocifensive pain following infection and hyper
algesia following infection (Chiu et al., 2013; Blake et al., 2018).
S. aureus produces 3 major classes of pore-forming toxins (PFTs)
including hemolysins, leukocidins, and phenol soluble modulins (PSMs).
It was further found that in addition to Hla, both PSMs and the bicom
ponent leucocidin HlgAB can also directly activate nociceptor neurons

1.2. Molecular mechanisms of pain: how pathogens act on nociceptive
neurons
Bacterial, fungal and viral infections have all been found to be
associated with pain. Pathogens cause tissue damage through secreted
virulence factors including pore-forming toxins and other mediators that
modulate host immune cell signaling. As part of the immune response,
host cells express pathogen recognition receptors (PRR) that can detect
pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). There is evidence that
toxins and PAMPs can act directly on sensory afferents to produce pain
through involvement of formyl peptide receptors (FPR), nociceptive
transient receptor potentials (TRP) channels, and TLRs (Chiu, 2018).
There is also evidence that pathogens can cause pain indirectly, by first
damaging host tissues. This can then cause the release of endogenous
signals, alarmins or danger associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), that
can activate PRRs such as TLRs on neurons and immune cells. In this
section, we will outline mechanisms of how pathogenic bacteria directly
interact with sensory afferents through secretion of pore-forming toxins,
N-formyl peptides and other secreted molecules (Fig. 1). Further, we will
discuss the mechanisms of how microbial pathogens such as bacteria,
fungi and viruses have different molecular patterns that interact with
3
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to produce action potential firing in culture and pain production in vivo
(Blake et al., 2018). Finally, it was found that a positively charged form
of lidocaine, QX-314, is able to enter into nociceptor neurons, likely due
to pore formation, and potently silence pain during S. aureus infection
(Blake et al., 2018).
PFTs are key virulence factors for several classes of bacterial path
ogens, facilitating their spread and survival in hosts by damaging host
cell membranes and acquisition of nutrients. It may make physiological
sense, therefore, that these highly damaging toxins could be directly
detected by nociceptive neurons. The role of PFTs in pathogen-induced
pain was further extended to another major skin and soft tissue-invading
pathogen, Streptococcus pyogenes (Pinho-Ribeiro et al., 2018).
S. pyogenes is a gram-positive pathogen that is the leading cause of
necrotizing fasciitis (flesh-eating disease), a life-threatening infection
characterized by severe “pain out of proportion” with other symptoms at
early stages of infection. In a mouse model of S. pyogenes-induced
necrotizing fasciitis, it was found that the Streptococcal PFT streptolysin
S (SLS) is a critical mediator of both acute nocifensive pain and me
chanical hyperalgesia (Pinho-Ribeiro et al., 2018). SLS is thought to bind
non-specifically to cell membranes and induce cation influx. In culture,
SLS was critical for the induction of calcium influx into TRPV1 + neu
rons and this was abolished in bacteria lacking SLS production. In vivo,
pain was absent following infection of mice by M1 and M3 strains of
S. pyogenes deficient in sagA, the gene encoding SLS. Furthermore, a
neutralizing antibody against SLS significantly attenuated pain caused
by S. pyogenes infection. Interestingly, downstream of nociceptor acti
vation, local release of the neuropeptide calcitonin-gene related peptide
(CGRP) led to suppression of neutrophil recruitment and killing of
bacteria. Therefore, S. pyogenes produces pain through SLS and subse
quently hijacks a nociceptor-driven immunosuppression to facilitate its
survival during infection (Pinho-Ribeiro et al., 2018).

neurotoxin (BoNT) and tetanus neurotoxin (TeNT) that specifically act
as neurotoxins to block neurotransmission. BoNTs and TeNTs block
neurotransmission by cleaving SNARE proteins in neurons, which pre
vents synaptic vesicles containing neurotransmitters from binding to
synaptic cleft for release. BoNTs consist of A-G serotypes, which each
target distinct SNARE proteins in cells, including SNAP25 and VAMP1.
Currently BoNT/A is widely used for dermatological applications
because of its long-lasting nature of blocking motor neuron activity.
BoNT/A is also able to target nociceptor neurons in addition to motor
and sympathetic neurons, and there is interest in applying it in the
treatment of pain and in particular chronic migraine. TeNT is produced
by C. tetani and has been proposed to block neurotransmission by
binding to two independent receptors on neurons, polysialogangliosides
(PSGs) and proteinaceous receptors. An extensive review on the mo
lecular mechanisms through which pathogenic metabolites and bacte
rial toxins including BoNTs directly interact with neurons can be found
from Yang and Chiu (2017).
Mycobacterium ulcerans is a bacterial pathogen that causes large
painless skin lesions called Buruli ulcers. M. ulcerans was found to
secrete a mycolactone which takes advantage of the angiotensin
pathway in neurons to modulate pain. Mycolactone acts as an analgesic
through binding to a type 2 angiotensin II receptor (AT2R) leading to
nociceptor hyperpolarization through potassium influx through TRAAK
channels (Marion et al., 2014). Future identification of other bacterial
toxins or molecular mediators that could silence pain is an exciting area
of research, as they could potentially be repurposed for the treatment of
acute or chronic pain.
1.2.5. Bacterial PAMPs and pain
Some common bacterial PAMPs include lipopolysaccharide (LPS),
flagellin, and peptidoglycans. Nociceptors have been found to express
pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs) such as TLR4, TLR5, and TLR7
(Liu et al., 2012a,b). It has also been found that TLR4 and TLR7 coloc
alize with TRPV1 in trigeminal and DRG neurons (Helley et al., 2015)
(Fig. 2).
LPS is a bacterial endotoxin that is found on the outer cell wall of all
Gram-negative bacteria. Canonically, LPS binds to TLR4, CD14 and MD2
which leads to MyD88-induced NF-κB/IRF/MAPK signaling. This
signaling cascade can induce an inflammatory response and activation
of the adaptive immune system. Trigeminal nociceptor neurons express
TLR4 or receptors for CD14, which allows them to directly respond to
bacterial LPS (Wadachi and Hargreaves, 2006). Further, LPS was found
to activate mouse colonic innervating DRG neurons independently of
TLR4 (Ochoa-Cortes et al., 2010). It was later shown that LPS could
increase neuronal excitability through mediating the gating of the
TRPA1 ion channel on nociceptors (Meseguer et al., 2014). Together,
these studies show that LPS can activate nociceptors through TLR4 and
non-canonical signaling pathways of TRPA1 to cause pain and other
symptoms such as nausea and fever.
Bacterial flagella are used by some bacteria for locomotion. TLR5 is a
major host innate immune receptor that recognizes bacterial flagellin for
host defense (Hayashi et al., 2001). Recently, TLR5 was found specif
ically on a subset of A-fiber sensory neurons (Xu et al., 2015). Concur
rent application of flagellin, the TLR5 ligand, with the positively
charged lidocaine derivative QX-314 was able to block sensitization of
these neurons in a dose dependent manner. However, administration of
QX-314 to Tlr5-/- mice did not block sensitization, which suggests that
TLR5 is coupled to a separate transporter that allows the entry of
membrane impermeable QX-314 (Xu et al., 2015). Furthermore, this
administration greatly diminished neuropathic pain caused in mouse
models of chemotherapy, nerve injury and diabetic neuropathic pain.
Further, one paper showed that stimulating DRG neurons with
TLR3/7/9 ligands increases the expression of TLR3/7/9 receptors,
suggesting that these receptors may play a role in mediating an in
flammatory response and pain hypersensitivity (Qi et al., 2011). They
also showed that suppression of TLR9 lead to reduced pain sensitivity to

1.2.2. N-Formyl peptides and pain
Bacteria express N-formylases which leads to the production of Nformyl peptides. Mammals have evolved formyl peptide receptors
(FPRs) which are 7 transmembrane G protein–coupled receptor (GPCR)
that can induce chemoattraction in phagocytic leukocytes (Yang and
Chiu, 2017). FPR1 is expressed by nociceptive sensory neurons, and it
was found that FPR1-/- mice had decreased mechanical allodynia in
mice following S. aureus injection (Chiu et al., 2013). N-formylated
peptides fMLF from E. coli and fMIFL from S. aureus also produce me
chanical allodynia when injected into mice. Given that formyl peptides
are a metabolic signature of most bacteria, it could be one way that
mechanical allodynia is induced during nociception.
1.2.3. M. tuberculosis and cough
Cough is a nociceptive reflex driven by vagal sensory neurons that
innervate the lungs. Though it is distinct from pain, there are important
analogous functions for host protection. Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(Mtb) is a pathogenic bacterium that is the causative agent for pulmo
nary tuberculosis (TB). The primary symptom of TB is cough, which is
also one of the main ways in which the disease is transmitted. Recently,
it was shown that the secreted bacterial sulfolipid-1 (SL-1) was the
critical bioactive molecule that directly activates sensory neurons to
induce cough (Ruhl et al., 2020). Vagal and DRG TRPV1+ neurons
exposed to Mtb and its extract in vitro had a rapid increase in intracel
lular calcium, and this was greatly diminished in isogenic strains of MTb
lacking genes for the synthesis of the sulfolipid. Further, they show that
SL-1 was necessary and sufficient to induce cough in a guinea pig model
of TB infection (Ruhl et al., 2020). This study provides novel insight into
the role of the somatosensory nervous system in respiratory infections
and opens up a new direction for studying these illnesses.
1.2.4. Bacterial toxins that inhibit neurotransmission and pain
Clostridium botulinum, Clostridium tetani and other related family
members of bacteria have evolved toxins including botulinum
4
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Fig 3. Fungal and Viral PAMPs that cause nociception. Candida albicans, an
opportunistic fungal pathogen that causes painful candidiasis, can be sensed by
nociceptors through their cell wall components, including Zymosan and
β-glucan. Zymosans and β-glucan can be sensed by PRRs including Dectin-1 and
TLR2 to activate nociceptors. Particularly, Zymosan binds TLR2 when it is in its
dimeric form with TLR6. In cultured DRGs, Zymosan has been found to directly
activate nociceptors through an unknown mechanism. C. albicans can also
activate nociceptors through β-glucan induced dectin-1- TRP axis, and by ATP
signaling through P2X3 receptor. ATP can also be released from C. albicans to
bind non-peptidergic nociceptors, but it is unclear if this leads to pain behavior.
Viral pathogens, including herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) and herpes simplex
virus 2 (HSV-2), may infect nociceptors directly to cause pain. Viral release of
miRNA and ssRNA can also be sensed by TLR7 on nociceptors to cause neuronal
activation. Image created with BioRender.com.

Fig. 2. Bacterial PAMPs that cause nociception. Cell wall components of
Gram-negative bacteria, including Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), can activates
nociceptors through either neuronal TLR4 or direct signaling to the transient
receptor potential cation channel subfamily A member 1 (TRPA1) ion channel.
Gram-negative bacteria can also activate nociceptors through binding of bac
terial flagellin to TLR5, however it is unclear how that leads to neuronal acti
vation. Image created with BioRender.com.

2017). A mouse leukemia virus (MuLV) has also been found to increase
pain sensitivity, which was rescued in mice lacking an enzyme that
degrades the amino acid tryptophan, indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase
(IDO) (Huang et al., 2016). The authors further found that acute influ
enza A infection increased pain sensitivity and increased IDO enzyme
activity, but IDO1-decificent mice did not rescue hyperalgesia (Huang
et al., 2016). Given the link between bacterial respiratory infections
signaling to neurons to cause cough (Ruhl et al., 2020), it is also possible
that viral respiratory illnesses may directly signal to, or infect noci
ceptors in the airways to cause cough and this is an important area for
future research.

heat in a neuropathic pain model (Qi et al., 2011). Given the molecular
heterogeneity of DRGs and recent single cell classification of nociceptor
neurons (Hu et al., 2016.; Sharma et al., 2020), we may gain better
insight into what TLRs and other pathogenic recognition receptors are
expressed by different sensory afferent DRG neurons through deeper
analysis of distinct neuronal subsets and their future functional char
acterization in response to bacterial ligands Figure 2.

1.2.7. Fungal pathogens and pain
Fungal opportunistic pathogens can cause painful infections in the
skin and genitourinary tract. Fungal PAMPs include cell wall compo
nents such as chitin, β-glucans, and mannoproteins (Taghavi et al., 2017;
Sorrell and Chen, 2009). Zymosan, a glucan made up of repeated glucose
molecules, has been known to induce pain in animal models (Meller and
Gebhart, 1997). One group found that zymosan induced mechanical
hypernociception in a mouse model of arthritis, that was dependent on
TLR2 and MyD88 induced cytokine and chemokine signaling (Guerrero
et al., 2012).
Candida albicans is an opportunistic yeast pathogen and a common
member of the human oral and gut microbiome. Candida albicans and
other species in genus Candida can cause painful infections, commonly
referred to as candidiasis (Turner and Butler, 2014). It has been found
that TRPV1 + DRG neurons could directly detect C. albicans and cause
the release of CGRP, which led to increased expression of IL-23 in

1.2.6. Viral pathogens and pain
Viral infections are commonly associated with inflammation and
pain. A major class of viral PAMPs are nucleic acids. Both viral genomes
and viral replication products can trigger host responses and activation
of the innate immune system (Sparrer and Gack, 2015). Viral pathogens
have been found to release single stranded RNA and miRNAs which can
be sensed by TLR7 on TRPA1+ neurons to cause pain and itch (Ji et al.,
2016; Park et al., 2014) (Fig. 3). Further, viral pathogens have also been
found to infect nociceptor neurons to cause pain. The most common
viruses to do this are herpes simplex viruses 1 and 2 (HSV-1 and HSV-2)
and varicella zoster virus (VZV) which leads to the painful skin rash
called Shingles. Cutaneous HSV-1 infection in mice led to an increased
mechanical allodynia (Silva et al., 2017). Post-herpetic neuralgia (PHN),
which occurs following reactivation of VZV, leads to chronic neuro
pathic pain by leukocytes infiltrating DRGs, producing TNF and down
regulating potassium channel Kir4.1 in satellite glial cells (Silva et al.,
5
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CD301b+ dendritic cells to promote production of IL-17A and resistance
to candidiasis (Kashem et al., 2015). The same group went on to show
that cutaneous TRPV1+ neuronal activation promoted type 17 immune
signaling, and this was sufficient for host defense against C. albicans and
S. aureus infections (Cohen et al., 2019). However, these studies do not
identify the molecular mechanism through which nociceptors sense
C. albicans. Recently, a group found that C. albicans derived soluble
β-glucan is able to bind Dectin-1-TRP channel axis on DRG neurons,
leading to depolarization and release of CGRP (Maruyama et al., 2017).
Dectin-1 is an NK-cell-receptor-like-C-type lectin that can act as a PRR
by its ability to bind β-glucan carbohydrates and initiate innate immune
signaling cascades (Brown, 2006). The authors also found that
C. albicans can cause mechanical allodynia by β-glucan signaling
through the Dectin-1 receptor in neurons which can induce adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) influx though the vesicular nucleotide transporter
(VNUT) on ketotinocytes, which can then be released to bind to neurons
through P2X (Maruyama et al., 2018). Previously, it was found that
nociceptor neurons express purinoceptors, such as P2X3 and P2X2/3,
and ATP can bind to these receptors to cause neuroinflammation and
neuropathic pain (Jarvis et al., 2002). Further, it has been described that
P2X receptors are calcium permeable and play a role in many forms of
chronic pain (Bernier et al., 2018) Figure 3 In a recent non-peer
reviewed publication, a group found that C. albicans can secrete ATP
which can directly activate non-peptidergic sensory neurons by binding
to P2RX7, and this correlates with increased host-defense after infection
(Edwards et al., 2020). However, more mechanistic work is needed to
determine if the release of ATP by C. albicans can directly affect pain
behavior, and in what context. The pathogenicity of C. albicans and
other fungi has been extensively studied (Mayer et al., 2013). Yet, it is
still unclear how and when these opportunistic pathogens are able to
inflict pain on the host. More mechanistic work to elucidate the nature of
how opportunistic pathogens interact with neurons may help us better
design new approaches to treat painful infections in the genitourinary
tract, skin and oral cavity.
Damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) also contribute
significantly to pain signaling both during sterile tissue injury and
following infection by microbial pathogens including by bacteria, vi
ruses and fungi. DAMPs are molecules that alert the innate and adaptive
immune system that an injury has occurred. DAMPs can be found in
nuclear/cytosolic compartments, or can be extracellular matrix proteins
that mediate their effects by binding to PRRs such as TLRs. DAMPs
mediate pain by binding to receptors found on both sensory neurons and
immune cells. DAMPs that mediate pain include endogenous molecules
such as ATP, heat shock proteins (HSPs) or high-mobility group box 1
(HMGB1), which are released from necrotic and apoptotic cells as well
as by other cells in response to microbial components or cellular stress.
Nociceptor sensory neurons express P2X3 channels which detects ATP,
and TLR4 which can detect HSP70 or HMGB1 (Kuang et al., 2012; van
Zoelen et al., 2009; Burnstock, 2016; Luong et al., 2012). HMGB1
signaling has been found to drive neuroinflammation and pain through
TLR4 (Andersson and Tracey, 2011; Scaffidi et al., 2002). HMGB1 is a
ubiquitously expressed nuclear DNA-binding protein that regulates
many important cellular processes including DNA replication, repair,
and recombination. When a cell is under stress, HMGB1 can translocate
to the cytosol and be secreted as a ligand that can bind PRRs including
TLR2, TLR4, TLR9, CD24, RAGE, Siglec and Mac-1 (Kato and Svensson,
2015). Further, many studies have found that anti-HMGB1 antibodies or
drugs that promote degradation of HMGB1 reduce pain following nerve
injury, LPS administration and other forms of neuropathy (Kato and
Svensson, 2015). More work is needed to further characterize the role of
DAMPs in microbe-induced acute and chronic pain. It is likely that a
combination of DAMPs and PAMPs contribute to pain signaling in the
context of infection or dysbiosis. We recommend a chapter by Kato and
Svensson for a larger overview of more DAMPs in pain signaling (Kato
and Svensson, 2015).
Ultimately, we have seen that pathogenic microorganisms can

directly communicate with sensory afferent neurons in multiple ways.
Bacteria can produce and secrete toxins, N-formyl peptides, and other
molecules that can bind to nociceptors to cause hyperalgesia or block
pain. We also described how different microorganisms, including fungal
and viral pathogens have their own molecular patterns that can be
sensed by nociceptors to induce pain.
2. Direct interactions between symbiotic microbes and
nociceptors
While the molecular mechanisms by which microbial pathogens
induce nociceptor activation or modulate their activity are more well
characterized, the role of specific gut symbionts and their products in
regulating nociceptor neuron function and pain is a relatively new area
of research. Many of the same molecules that pathogens harbor are also
present in gut or skin-resident symbionts, including LPS, flagellin,
peptidoglycan, lipoproteins, and fungal chitin, and these molecules have
the potential to act directly on sensory afferents (Boller and Felix, 2009).
Gut microbes or their products may also leak into tissues following an
epithelial barrier breach to bind directly to nociceptors.
As we described above, recent studies indicate a role for the gut
microbiome in animal models of visceral, inflammatory, and neuro
pathic pain (Amaral et al., 2008; Luczynski et al., 2017; Shen, 2017).
However, whether microbial signals directly act on nociceptor neurons
in these pain models are not clear. Below, we propose known or plau
sible molecular mechanisms through which gut symbionts may
communicate with gut-extrinsic sensory afferent neurons to affect pain.
We will discuss how bacterial secreted biogenic amines and bioactive
molecules including short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs), neurotransmitters
such as catecholamines and GABA, and other molecules such as pro
teases and histamine may act on sensory neurons (Sudo, 2019) (Fig. 4).
We note that some of these potential mechanisms of symbiotic microbeneuron signaling have been identified in the context of other types of
afferent neurons (e.g. sympathetic neurons), and therefore will require
further investigation in the specific context of pain.
2.1. Microbial metabolites: SCFAs
Microbial metabolism is a vital aspect to the symbiotic relationship
between microbes and host. Microbes contribute to the production of
vital primary metabolites and secondary metabolites that the host can
utilize to maintain health and homeostasis. An extensive review of mi
crobial metabolites in health and disease can be found by Sharon et al.
(2014). In the context of pain, microbial metabolites may interact with
neurons directly or indirectly if their detection is relayed through gut
epithelial cells including enterochromaffin cells, which we will outline
later in this review. Here, we will address some known direct molecular
mechanisms between microbial metabolites signal to sensory afferents
and propose hypothetical pathways that may also lead to the perception
of pain.
Gut microbes help humans digest foods high in fiber and provide
necessary metabolites to the host. Gut microbes help the host digest
soluble fibers, such as galacto-oligosaccharides and fructooligosaccharides, by fermenting them and releasing SCFAs such as
butyrate, acetate and propionate (. SCFAs have been found to have
beneficial effects on host metabolism and energy homeostasis and many
aspects of host physiology (Koh et al., 2016; De Vadder and KovatchevaDatchary, 2014). Recently it was shown that prenatal exposure to SCFA
is important for development of the autonomic nervous system and
neurite outgrowth of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) positive neurons that
innervate cardiac tissue (Kimura et al., 2020). Supplementation of
propionate to pups born from GF mothers rescues neural deficits and
autonomic control of cardiac output (Kimura et al., 2020). SCFA bind Gprotein coupled receptors such as GRP41/FFAR3, GRP43, GRP109A to
initiate signaling cascades in immune cells, epithelial cells, adipose tis
sue and sensory afferents of the autonomic nervous system (Koh et al.,
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microbes or microbial products leak into the gut parenchyma to act on
neurons and this may be another way SCFA control signaling to sensory
afferent nociceptors.
2.2. Neurotransmitters: GABA and catecholamines
Gut microbes have been found to utilize and/or produce neuro
transmitters such as catecholamines, γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and
serotonin. We will discuss serotonin below in our indirect mechanism of
microbial communication through epithelial cells to neurons. A review
on neurotransmitter modulation by gut microbiota can be found by
Strandwitz, P. (Strandwitz, 2018) . Here, we will discuss how microbes
consume and produce GABA in the context of pain as well as
catecholamines.
GABA is the primary inhibitory neurotransmitter. GABA acts by
hyperpolarizing the pre-synaptic terminal of a neuron, through inducing
an influx of chloride. This blocks a neuron from firing an action potential
and releasing synaptic vesicles. GABAergic signaling has been linked to
many neurologic disorders including depression/anxiety, and noci
ception (Bravo et al., 2011; Strandwitz et al., 2019). In fact, Gabapentin,
a structural analog to GABA, has been used in the clinic for pain man
agement to thermal and mechanical pain for decades (Rose et al., 2002).
Bacteria have been found to produce and/or consume GABA and impact
host neurological function (Strandwitz et al., 2019). In one study, re
searchers examined differences in the cerebral and plasma metabolome
of GF mice and Ex-GF mice, and found significantly less GABA levels in
plasma and luminal contents from GF mice (Matsumoto et al., 2013).
Further, metagenomic studies have identified Lactobacillus and Bifido
bacterium as being lower in patients with visceral hyperalgesia and ir
ritable bowel syndrome (IBS) (Chong, 2019) Several in vivo studies have
found that probiotics that include strains from the Lactobacillus and
Bifidobacterium genera are beneficial in reducing visceral pain (Lomax
et al., 2019). Both Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium are genera that have
been found to express the enzyme glutamate decarboxylase β (GadB),
which decarboxylates glutamate into GABA (Barrett et al., 2012; Li
et al., 2013) Fig. 4.
There have also been many human clinical trials examining the role
of probiotics on IBS symptoms. In one of these studies, a randomized,
double blind, controlled trial examined the effects of a probiotic cocktail
vs. placebo on multiple IBS symptoms in 100 patients (Drouault-Hol
owacz et al., 2008). The authors examined visceral pain/discomfort,
stool frequency and overall quality of life. They found that the patients
who took the probiotic cocktail had significantly less pain after 4 weeks
of treatment compared to placebo, but the probiotic cocktail did not
make a significant difference on the overall score of IBS symptoms. A
recent meta-analysis of studies examined the efficacy and safety of
probiotics for IBS, and found that overall, single strain probiotics given
for a short amount of time may be the most beneficial in mitigating IBS
symptoms including pain (Li et al., 2020). Yet, the authors could not
draw a conclusion as to which specific probiotic was the most beneficial.
This is most likely due to the heterogeneity of the microbiome from
patient to patient and in humans from various parts of the world (Li
et al., 2020). One interesting further direction of these studies would be
to examine if any of the bacteria used in beneficial probiotics share any
genes or functional pathways that may shed light on a universal mech
anism of action of these probiotics. This may enable the generation of a
synthetic probiotic that may work to lower pain without drastically
changing the composition of the human gut flora.
In a recent in vivo animal study, Pokusaeva et al. examined GABA’s
role on visceral pain sensitivity in mice by engineering a Bifidobacterium
strain to express the GadB enzyme, which decarboxylates glutamate into
GABA (Fig. 4). They found that mice colonized with Bifidobacterium +
GadB have increased GABA production and reduced visceral pain
sensation compared to mice colonized with the Bifidobacterium GadB
deficient strain (Pokusaeva et al., 2017). This study highlights another
therapeutic avenue for treating chronic pain disorders: by engineering

Fig 4. Direct interactions between symbiotic microbes and a gut inner
vating sensory afferent neuron (nociceptor nerve terminal). Symbiontic
bacteria ferment foods high in fiber to supply SCFAs to the host, including
butyrate, propionate and acetate. Nociceptors have been found to express SCFA
receptor GPR41/FFAR3 and butyrate has been suggested to have analgesic ef
fects, but the mechanism has not been elucidated. Bacteria expressing the
enzyme histidine decarboxylase (HDC) can catabolize histidine into histamine
which may bind to receptors histamine receptors (H1R-H4R) on neurons, yet
more work to understand which receptor is needed and if this signaling leads to
pain. Bacteria such as F. prausnitzii can secrete serine proteases which can bind
to protease activating receptor 4 (PAR4) to block activation of nociceptors.
Other bacteria, such as E. coli and M. Morganii can process catechols in gut
lumen to release free, bioactive dopamine (DA) and molecularly similar mol
ecules, such as PEA. These may then bind nociceptors, but it is unknown their
effect on pain perception. Addititonally, bacteria that express a gene for the
enzyme glutamate decarboxylase β (GadB) are able to catabolize glutamate
into GABA which can then bind to GABA receptors on nociceptors leading to an
influx of the anion, chloride, to hyperpolarize the membrane and block
neurotransmission. Image created with BioRender.com.

2016). The SCFA, propionate, has been found to bind GPR41/FFAR3 on
sympathetic neurons of the superior cervical ganglion and can regulate
sympathetic nervous system activity and energy homeostasis (Kimura
et al., 2011). The SCFA receptor GPR41/FFAR3 is also expressed on
spinal DRGs, trigeminal ganglion as well as sensory neurons of the vagus
nerve (Nøhr et al., 2015) SCFAs have also been found to play an
important role in visceral sensation (Dalile et al., 2019; Van Thiel et al.,
2020). The SCFA, butyrate, has been found to have analgesic properties
in an acute model of visceral pain, yet the mechanism remains to be
determined (Russo et al., 2016). It has been suggested that butyrate may
regulate CGRP release to decrease visceral hyperalgesia (van Thiel et al.,
2020; Gschossmann et al., 2001) but more mechanistic evidence is
needed. It would be interesting to determine if intrinsic expression of
SCFA receptors on DRG neurons is involved. Another group found that
butyrate may promote visceral hypersensitivity by increasing nerve
growth factor (NGF) secretion by enteric glial cells (Long et al., 2018) (.
Given the opposing effects in these studies, it is possible that butyrate
and other SCFA have multiple roles depending on the given situation in
the host. SCFA have also been found to play a vital role in intestinal
physiology as they help maintain epithelial cell integrity, immune cell
function and hormone secretion (Parada Venegas et al., 2019; Priya
darshini et al., 2018). Given this, SCFA levels may determine what
7
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bacteria to produce analgesic molecules that could be given as a pro
biotic (Zhao et al., 2016). More mechanistic work needs to be done to
examine if other microbial species are capable of producing GABA or
structurally similar molecules, and how this signaling may impact the
development or attenuation of different forms of chronic pain. Of rele
vance, one study found that GABA blocks pathological pain but not
acute TRPV1 pain signals (Hanack et al., 2015)
Recently, a group identified a novel lipoprotein that acts on the
GABA receptor to inhibit pain. They found that administering E. coli
Nissle 1917 decreased visceral pain associated with IBS (Perez-Berezo
et al., 2017). Using biochemical purification and visceral pain studies,
they found that Nissle produced an analgesic lipoprotein, C12AsnGA
BAOH, that is able to cross the epithelial barrier, bind to a GABAB re
ceptor, and inhibit neuronal calcium influx.
Catecholamines, including norepinephrine, epinephrine and dopa
mine are monoamine neurotransmitters that are secreted in response to
activation of the sympathetic nervous system or the “Flight or Fight”
response. Patients with chronic pain have been found to have increased
sympathetic autonomic activity (Perry et al., 1989) with an increase in
levels of circulating catecholamines and a decrease in catechol-O-methyl
transferase (COMT), an enzyme that metabolizes catecholamines (Cis
zek et al., 2016). Pathogens and symbionts have been found to use
catecholamines for growth, and some pathogens have been found to use
catecholamines to increase virulence (Strandwitz et al., 2019). It has
been proposed that pathogenic microbes use adrenergic neurotrans
mitters for quorum sensing to regulate bacterial gene expression for
their growth and survival (Sperandio et al., 2003). While it is not clear
exactly how symbiotic microbes change in response to chronic sympa
thetic activation, it is possible this may cause symbionts to produce
metabolites that may function like dopamine, or could turn on expres
sion of genes that promote catecholamine activity. One study examined
the difference in biologically active catecholamines in the intestinal
lumen from specific-pathogen free (SPF) mice compared to GF mice and
found GF mice have significantly less bioactive, unconjugated cate
cholamines than SPF (Asano et al., 2012). This group went on to show
that inoculation of E. coli into GF mice increased levels of bioactive free
catecholamine, but not when E. coli were deficient in a gene coding for a
β-glucuronidase enzyme. They therefore suggested that inactive cate
cholamines in the gut lumen may be deconjugated by bacteria that ex
press the β-glucuronidase enzyme which enables deconjugation of
dopamine into a bioactive form (Asano et al., 2012). Additionally, in a
recent screen of microbial metabolites that activate GPCRs, it was found
that more than a dozen commensal supernatants are able to activate
dopamine and histamine receptors (Chen et al., 2019). The authors went
on to examine one strain, M. morganii, that has been previously reported
to produce biogenic amines, including dopamine, and found that it can
produce phenethylamine (PEA), a metabolite structurally related to
dopamine and capable of binding to dopamine receptors (Chen et al.,
2019). While these studies have not examined if dopamine or PEA bind
to DRG neurons to modulate pain behavior, previous work has shown
that DRG neurons and/or the dorsal horn express all 5 dopamine re
ceptors (D1R-D5R) (Megat et al., 2018). Moreover, Megat et al. have
found that DR1/DR5 antagonism transiently inhibits neuropathic pain.
They also show this was sexually dimorphic, where D5R plays a more
critical role in males and D1R plays a more critical role in females
(Megat et al., 2018). While more work needs to be done to determine if
microbially produced DA or structurally similar metabolites, such as
DEA, can directly modulate pain, the work by Chen et al. emphasizes the
importance of large in vitro screens for identifying microbially produced
bioactive molecules, as well as for identifying precursors for these
molecules such as amino acids.

across every kingdom of life. Microbially produced proteases have been
found to be important for drug development and there is a large industry
for engineering bacteria to produce them (Razzaq et al., 2019). In
mammals, proteases bind to protease-activated receptors (PARs), a
family of GPCRs that include PAR1, PAR2, PAR3, and PAR4 (Heuberger
and Schuepbach, 2019). Activation of these receptors has commonly
been linked to chronic inflammatory diseases and pain (Heuberger and
Schuepbach, 2019). One group found that PAR2 activation on colonic
innervating DRG neurons leads to increased neuronal excitability, and
found long term changes in membrane permeability after administering
a PAR2 agonist (Kayssi et al., 2007). Further it was found that the TRPV1
channel on DRG neurons was sensitized by PAR2 in a PKC-dependent
manner and this may contribute to sensation of pain (Dai et al., 2007).
However, the PAR2 agonist has not been identified. Recently, it was
found that a group of symbionts are able to reduce the excitability of
DRG neurons in vitro, and this effect was blocked when DRGs were
treated with a serine protease inhibitor (Sessenwein et al., 2017). They
went on to show that a microbially produced serine protease was spe
cifically binding to PAR4 on DRG neurons to block their excitability by
increasing rheobase, or the membrane excitability potential. Further,
Sessenwein et al. found inhibitors of cysteine proteases, acid proteases,
metalloproteases, or aminopeptidases did not have the same effect as
serine protease inhibitors in restoring DRG excitability (Sessenwein
et al., 2017). Given the differing effects of neuronal excitation following
PAR activation, more molecular studies investigating what agonists lead
to these effects are needed. It is plausible that gut microbiota are
responsible for producing proteases that are capable of directly binding
to PARs on nociceptors, and engineering probiotics to target these
pathways may be one potential therapeutic avenue for chronic pain. In
addition to these direct interceptions, proteases can also be stored in
mast cells and released upon mast cell degranulation to signal to neu
rons, which is discussed below in the “indirect signaling” section.
Microbes have also been found to play a role in histamine produc
tion. Histamine is a biogenic amine that is important for mucus and
electrolyte secretion, peristalsis, response to allergens, and wakefulness
(Bischoff and Krämer, 2007; Scammell et al., 2019; Barcik et al., 2016.
Histamine is released in granules by mast cells, which we will discuss
below in indirect mechanisms of pain through immune cells. Histamine
can directly bind nociceptors through binding to a family of histamine
receptor GPCRs, (H1R-H4R) (Smolinska et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2019).
It has been extensively described that histamine is a key mediator of
nociception through activation of H1R and H2R on neurons (Smith et al.,
2007). Further, it has been found that blocking H3R and H4R enhances
mechanical hyperalgesia in a mouse model of neuropathic pain, and
increases the number of mast cells in the injured DRG (Smith et al.,
2007). It has also been found that pre-exposure of histamine or serotonin
to colonic sensory neurons can lead to an increase in expression of
TRPV4 receptors, which leads to increased neuronal sensitization and
could contribute to visceral hypersensitivity (Cenac et al., 2010). His
tamine has been found to be higher in the small intestine of conventional
mice compared to GF mice (Beaver and Wostmann, 1962). Upon further
examination, microbes have been found to express a gene for the enzyme
histidine decarboxylase (HDC), which enables them to catabolize histi
dine into histamine (Stratton et al., 1991) . In a recent screen of mi
crobial metabolites that activate GPCRs, it was found that two bacteria,
M. morganii and L. reuteri, are able to convert dietary histidine into
histamine to increase gut motility (Chen et al., 2019). More work needs
to be done to understand the role of microbially produced histamine in
nociception and if it may activate receptors. Further, it would be
interesting to examine whether microbially produced histamine may
prime nociceptors to express TRP channels.

2.3. Microbial proteases and histamine

3. Summary

Proteases are enzymes that catalyze the degradation of proteins into
smaller peptides or amino acids. They are essential for life and found

Microbes have many ways of directly communicating with sensory
neurons either proximally or distally. It is possible that gut symbionts
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may be contributing to chronic pain through numerous ways at various
times of the disease. It is also possible that other perturbations in the
host, such as epithelial barrier dysfunction, may contribute to increased
circulation of microbial products that may attenuate chronic pain and
this may become more pathogenic. Many neurotransmitters addressed
in this section have transporters that are expressed by gut epithelial cells
to allow their transport into the intestinal lumen, however much more
work is needed to elucidate these signaling pathways. In order to better
understand the molecular mechanisms of direct microbial-neuron
crosstalk, better models are needed to examine multiple potential
ways microbes may be acting at the same time to alter neuronal
physiology.

HT, serotonin)(Roager and Licht, 2018) Microbes have been found to
induce the release of serotonin from ECCs in a reversible manner (Yano
et al., 2015). A review on microbially produced tryptophan in health and
disease can be found by Roager HM, and Lincht TR (Roager and Licht,
2018)( Serotonin has also been found to play a role in visceral sensation
and pain; however, the role of the microbially regulated serotonin in
pain sustentation has not been fully elucidated (Lomax et al., 2019) ).
Serotonin has been found to modulate visceral pain sensation through
TRPV4 activation (Cenac et al., 2010). The authors found that histamine
and serotonin can potentiate TRPV4 through multiple mechanisms:
TRPV4 agonist-induced calcium signaling by phospholipase C and pro
tein kinase C phosphorylation of TRPV4, translocating TRPV4 from the
nuclear zone to the plasma membrane, and by phospholipase A2
fostering the potentiation of TRVP4 (Cenac et al., 2010). Additionally,
bile acid metabolites were found to stimulate the release of serotonin
from ECCs to activate DRG neurons, and this may play a role in visceral
hyperalgesia (Yu et al., 2019), and as we will discuss, microbes play a
role in metabolizing bile acids which may influence this signaling
pathway as well. Given the link between visceral pain and depression
and anxiety, as commonly seen in patients with IBS, intestinal serotonin
signaling may underlie these behaviors. Additionally, the role of sero
tonin in visceral pain may be sexually dimorphic as estorgens may
regulate serotonin reuptake and degradation (Paredes et al., 2019)
However, it is unclear how much of a role microbial regulation of se
rotonin signaling plays in chronic pain diseases. It is possible that faulty
tryptophan production by microbes, or lack of microbial species capable
of facilitating ECC secretion of serotonin may contribute to increased
visceral pain phenotypes. To conclude, we discussed how enterochro
maffin cells are capable of indirect signaling between microbes to neu
rons via the release of serotonin. It is possible there are many other cells
in the epithelial layer that facilitate crosstalk between microbes and
neurons.

4. Indirect interactions between symbiotic microbes and
sensory afferents in pain
The barrier surfaces including the gut are lined with epithelial cells
and immune cells that crosstalk with sensory afferents. In addition to
direct microbe-neuron crosstalk, these cells (epithelial and immune) are
critical intermediators that are also sensing microbial products and
relaying signals to the somatosensory nervous system through products
including serotonin or other neurotransmitters. This is especially true at
homeostasis where barrier dysfunction may not be occurring, and
therefore, symbionts in the gut would be communicating via epithelial
and immune cells to neurons. We appreciate that this is a major area of
research and we cannot cover all of the potential indirect cellular
mechanisms by which microbial signals are relayed from the micro
biome to nociceptor afferents. In this section, we will outline potential
indirect mechanisms through which symbiotic bacteria communicate
with epithelial cells or innate immune cells which then signal to sensory
afferents to mediate pain.
4.1. Microbial crosstalk between epithelial cells and neurons

4.2. Microbial crosstalk between immune cells and neurons

Epithelial cells form a thin layer that act as a barrier between the
microbiota and the parenchyma of many host tissues. The epithelial
barrier is important in symbiotic relationship between microbe and host.
In the gut, the epithelial layer is composed of many different types of
cells that play a role in sensing their environment to mediate gut ho
meostasis, mucus secretion, and host defense. Further, some of the cells
that make up the epithelial layer in the intestine, lungs and airways are
capable of signaling to nearby neurons by secreting neurotransmitters,
hormones and neuropeptides. Below, we will highlight one indirect
mechanism of microbial signaling through enterochromaffin cells to
nociceptor neurons.

Human babies receive their first exposure to microbes from their
mothers during their exit from the womb along the vaginal tract. Mi
crobes have been found to play a vital role in development of the im
mune system (Mazmanian et al., 2005). Gomez de Agüero et al showed
that even during gestation, microbial colonization in the mother in
creases intestinal group 2 innate lymphoid cells in the pups and this
helps them be better able to avoid an inflammatory response to patho
genic microbes postnatally (Gomez de Aguero et al., 2016). It has
become increasing clear that microbial – immune – neural signaling is
important for healthy neurological function. Nociceptor neurons express
receptors for many products secreted by immune cells, such as cyto
kines, proteases, growth factors and lipids. An extensive review of how
immune cells signal to neurons to initiate pain can be found by PinhoRibeiro et al. (2017). Further, microbes have been found to impact
several immune pathways which are capable of signaling to the pe
ripheral and central nervous system, and an extensive review can be
found by Fung et al. (2017). Here we will discuss indirect signaling
through which microbes signal to T regulatory cells, signaling to mast
cells to release neuromodulators, and signaling to glial cells which can
mediate neuronal physiology.

4.1.1. Enterochromaffin cells
Enterochromaffin cells (ECCs) are a subset of enteroendocrine cells
in the gut that are important for chemosensation (Bellono et al., 2017) .
Enterochromaffin cells are similar to neurons in that they are electrically
excitable, and express voltage gated ion channels (Bellono et al., 2017).
They also express specific receptors for signal transduction commonly
found on neurons, including TRPA1, SCFA receptors, and an olfactory
receptor 558 (Olfr558) (Bellono et al., 2017) While ECCs do not make up
a large portion of cells in the intestinal epithelial layer (<1%), they are
responsible for generating ~90% of the body’s serotonin (Berger et al.,
2009). Serotonin is an important neurotransmitter that has been asso
ciated with healthy neurological function. Perturbed serotonin signaling
has been found to be associated with mood and stress related disorders
such as anxiety and depression (Berger et al., 2009). Serotonin is derived
from tryptophan, an essential amino acid. Gut microbiota have been
found to generate tryptophan from dietary proteins which can then be
catabolized into many bioactive molecules, which may promote mi
crobial fitness in the intestine (Fung et al., 2019). For serotonin syn
thesis, tryptophan is catabolized into tryptamine which binds to ECCs in
the gut epithelial layer to induce the release of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-

4.2.1. T cells
Given the links between the microbiome and immune system
development, the human gut microbiota has been extensively studied to
identify immunomodulatory organisms (Geva-Zatorsky, 2017). Mi
crobes have been found to regulate gene expression of the host,
including gene expression of neurons ( Geva-Zatorsky, 2017; Yissachar
et al., 2017). Recently, it was unexpectedly found that symbionts that
are able to induce either Th17 or RORγ+ T-regulatory (Treg) cells in vivo
are able to downregulate expression of many genes involved in synaptic
transmission, regulation of neurotransmitter release, and neuropeptide
9
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induces the release of NGF from mucosal mast cells to activate the TrkA/
TRPV1 axis on gut innervating nociceptors to increase visceral hyper
sensitivity (Li et al., 2019).
An important area of future research is to examine the role of the
microbial signaling to mast cells to cause release of mediators that have
been shown to bind to and activate nociceptor neurons. Furthermore,
more work is needed to examine the role of potential microbial- mast
cell signaling for the regulation of the epithelial barrier and how this
regulation may go awry in chronic pain disorders.

signaling (Yissachar et al., 2017). Further, this group found that some
microorganisms that can affect Treg differentiation, such as C. ramosum
and B. ovatus, are also able to trigger DRG neuronal activation in vitro
through calcium influx (Yissachar et al., 2017). Yet, the molecular
pathways of how microbes activate these neurons have not been
determined.
Extensive work to understand microbial neuroimmune signaling has
been conducted using the commensal microbe B. fragilis. B fragilis has
been found to secrete polysaccharide A (PSA) and SCFAs that can bind
directly to TLR2 on Foxp3(+) Treg cells. This leads to the release of the
anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 which can block neuroinflammation
(Round et al., 2011). The same group went on to show that B. fragilis can
be used as a probiotic to protect from neuroinflammation in an Exper
imental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis (EAE) animal model of multi
ple sclerosis, and this may be a potential therapeutic avenue for painful
demyelinating diseases (Ochoa-Repáraz et al., 2009); Wang et al.,
2014). Further, microbial metabolites, such as SCFAs, have been found
to increase Treg differentiation and IL-10 production to block neuro
inflammation (Haghikia et al., 2015). Intrathecal injections of IL-10
have profound analgesic effects in neuroinflammatory pain models
(Milligan et al., 2012). More work is needed to examine how microbes
may impact Treg mediated IL-10 release to modulate nociceptors, and to
examine if other commensal bacteria are capable of having the same
effect. Another review on neuro-immune interactions at barrier surfaces
can be found by Viega-Fernandes H, and Mucida D (Veiga-Fernandes
and Mucida, 2016)

4.3.1. Microglia, and glial cells
In the brain and spinal cord, glial cells, including microglia and as
trocytes, play a critical role in regulating immune function. In the pe
ripheral nervous system (DRGs, trigeminal ganglia, and sympathetic and
parasympathetic ganglia) satellite glial cells (SGC) play a critical role in
maintaining sensory neuron function. SGC have been found to respond
to acute noxious stimuli and signal to neurons via ATP release and P2X7
receptor activation (Lemes et al., 2018). Macrophages also infiltrate
DRGs and nerves following injury to imitate inflammation and pain and
may be a target for therpaeutic intervention (Ohashi et al., 2015). A
comprehensive review on how glia-neuro interactions underlie chronic
pain can be found by Ji et al. (2013). However, there have been rela
tively few studies done to elucidate the role of microbial - glial neuronal signaling in the context of pain. Here, we will briefly describe
bacterial communication with microglia and how this may lead to pain.
A recent review on microbial signaling to microglia in the context of
chronic pain can be found by Dworsky-Fried et al. (2020).
Bacterial components, such as peptidoglycan and lipopolysaccharide
have been found to bind PRRs such as TLR2 and TLR4 on microglia and
astrocytes in the spinal cord. This initiates a signaling cascade leading to
the release of TNF-α and IL-1β which can then bind nociceptors and lead
to onset of inflammatory pain (Ji et al., 2016). Microbes have also been
found to alter the development, function and maturation of the micro
glia by impacting their gene expression and morphology (Erny et al.,
2015; Fung et al., 2017). In these studies, it was also found that
microglia deficient for the SCFA receptor FFAR2 phenocopy microglia
from GF mice, suggesting that microbial metabolites are important for
healthy glial function (Erny et al., 2015). Further, microglia have been
implicated in pathogenesis and attenuation of pain after an injury, as
seen by their increased numbers and activated morphology (Denk et al.,
2016). Recently, it was found that microglia from GF mice cannot
stimulate viral immunity or protect from viral induced neuronal
demyelination (Brown et al., 2019). It would be interesting to examine
whether microglia from GF mice are able to respond to injury. Overall,
these studies emphasize that microbial communication to microglia is
important for nervous system mediated host-response and development
of an inflammatory response. While the molecular mechanisms of are
not well understood, it is possible that microbial priming of microglia
may play a vital role in response to injury and development of chronic
pain. Other glial types, such as enteric glia may also communicate with
sensory afferent neurons, including the DRG and facilitate communi
cating signals from gut microbes. Advancement in transcriptomic tech
niques like single cell sequencing may help elucidate different
populations of glial cells in the DRG and the peripheral nervous system
at large that may respond to microbial cues to alter pain sensation.

4.3. Mast cells
Mast cells are regulatory cells found to play an important role in gut
homeostasis and innate immunity. They are located at mucosal surfaces
and play an important role in host defense. Mast cells secrete mediators
that are stored in granules, a process called degranulation. Some of these
mediators are histamine, proteases, NGF and ATP which can act as
neuromodulators both in the peripheral and central nervous system
(Héron and Dubayle, 2013; Koroleva et al., 2019). When mast cells
recognize MAMPs and/or PAMPs by TLRs, they can release their gran
ules to initiate a signaling cascade leading to activation of the adaptive
immune system. Recently, there is emerging evidence that one avenue of
microbe-host communication may be mast cells, and this is of particular
interest in allergic inflammation and fibromyalgesia (Forsythe, 2016;
Theoharides et al., 2019. A thorough review on mast cells, bacteria and
intestinal immunity can be found by Bischoff and Krämer (2007). Below
we will outline two pathways by which microbes first signal to mast cells
which then release mediators that can act on neurons.
One mediator that mast cells can secrete are proteases, which can
bind to their receptor, PARs. As we outlined above, neurons express
PARs which may activate or inactivate nociceptor neurons. Mast cells
can secrete proteases that can activate TRPA1 + DRG neurons through
binding to PAR2, and this has been found to cause inflammatory pain
(Dai et al., 2007). Further, upon infection or stress, mast cells can signal
to colonocytes to release tryptase, a serine protease that can cleave and
activate PARs to regulate tight junction assembly in the gut epithelium
(Jacob et al., 2005). Perturbation of this system may allow for microbial
products leaking into the parenchyma and signaling to neurons.
Bile acids are synthesized from cholesterol in the liver and released
into the small intestine to help aid the digestion and absorption of fat
and fat-soluble vitamins. Commensal microbes have been found to play
a role in bile acid synthesis (Brestoff and Artis, 2013) as well as the
metabolism of primary bile acid into primary and secondary metabolites
(Lefebvre et al., 2009; Wahlström et al., 2016). Bile acids play a role in
visceral pain hypersensitivity by communicating with mast cells. It has
been found that one primary bile acid metabolite, deoxycholic acid
(DCA), is able to activate vagal and spinal DRG neurons in the distal
colon through binding to farnesoid X receptor and a bile acid GPCR
(GPBAR1/ TGR5) on mast cells (Li et al., 2019). After DCA binds, it

5. Summary and future directions
Microorganisms have many ways of interacting with sensory afferent
neurons through direct and indirect communication, which leads to
modulation of pain behaviors and host defense. Pathogens can secrete
bacterial toxins, N-formyl peptides, and other molecules that are capable
of binding to nociceptors. Further, there are many PAMPs in bacteria,
fungi and viruses that can bind directly to and activate nociceptors to
affect pain. Symbiotic microbes can also signal to neurons, either
directly through secretion of metabolites, neurotransmitters and other
10
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molecules, or indirectly through first interacting with epithelial cells or
immune cells. In some cases, microbial signaling can lead to a decrease
in neuronal excitability and analgesic behavior, while in the other cases
pathogenic signaling can lead to increased neuronal excitability and
increased pain perception. Understanding the transitions between
beneficial and pathogenic behavior will be vital to decipher the hostmicrobe relationship. Given the complexity and heterogeneity of the
microbial ecosystem from person to person, underlying universal mo
lecular mechanisms contributing to pain have been hard to identify. An
added layer of complexity lies within the specific pain perception that
can be generated: inflammatory, neuropathic, or visceral pain all man
ifest differently and could be thought of as different diseases. Another
important question is with regards to the sexual dimorphism of pain
perception and whether the gut microbiota may contribute to these
differences through affecting sex hormonal signaling.
Each signaling pathway discussed above needs thorough molecular
studies to better understand when symbionts signal to neurons, whether
a change in microbiota happens before onset of pain perception or helps
the attenuation of it after a prior stressor, and how the host adapts to
lingering/repeated inputs. There is also evidance that neuropeptides
produced by the enteric nervous system may affect microbial composi
tion and that this communication may be bidirectional (Aresti Sanz and
El Aidy, 2019). As highlighted in a review by Guo et al, clinical and in
vivo animal studies have confounding reports for probiotics or antibi
otics being beneficial in the treatment of visceral, inflammatory and
neuropathic pain. This is likely due to the timing in which either pro
biotics or antibiotics were administered relative to pain onset (Guo et al.,
2019). Moreover, future studies should put emphasis on stratification of
microorganisms and the nuances within a microbial community. Pre
vious work from the immunology field has shown that microbial strains
from the same species modulate the immune system differently
(Geva-Zatorsky, 2017) and this may also apply to modulation of DRG
neurons and pain perception.
Because chronic pain disorders are so complex and often are a
manifestation of genetics, early life stress, and a myriad of other envi
ronmental triggers, the models we have right now are not the most
equipped to tackle these complicated diseases. We may need to reeval
uate how we are asking related questions and use a compilation of
models from the neuroscience, microbiology, and immunology fields.
Recent studied have shown that the gut microbiome can regulate gene
expression of many neuronal cell types, including the DRG, enteric
neurons, sympatheric neurons and microglia in the bain (Muller et al.,
2020; Obata et al., 2020; Chu et al., 2019). A deeper look into how
microbes regulate expression of neurons within the DRG is warranted to
examine how microbes may prime pain behavior on a transcriptional
level. Eventually, a lucid understanding into the molecular mechanisms
behind microbe-neuron communication may help us design better
therapies for diseases of chronic pain including migraines, chemo
therapy induced neuropathy, diabetic neuropathy, and IBS.
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